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Network Access and Use Strategy – AA Feedback on Draft 
 
Introduction 
1. The New Zealand Automobile Association (AA) welcomes the opportunity to provide comment 

on the New Zealand Transport Agency’s (NZTA’s) draft Network Access and Use Strategy 
(NeXUS). 

 
Consultation Timeframe and Timing 
2. AA Districts requested the AA’s submission contain a formal complaint about the tight 

consultation process. At the RCA Forum NZTA could outline no pressing reason why the 
NeXUS and SHN strategies had to be consulted to the same deadlines as the planning and 
funding cycle, so the timeframe appeared to be driven by artificial deadlines. It comes close on 
the heels of other important NZTA and other Government transport policy changes:  
• Council Long Term Plans 
• State Highway Network (SHN) Strategy 
• State Highway Asset Management Plan  
• Road Maintenance Task Force workshops  
• High Risk Intersection Guide  
• Agricultural Vehicle Review 
• Principles of Speed Policy 
• Changes to the Graduated Driver Licence System.  
 

3. AA Districts are volunteers, and meet monthly. At least 6 weeks consultation period is a 
minimum to gain AA District input. Only half of our Districts have been able to respond in the 
time given and some of those only through small subcommittees. Placing undue burden on 
limited resources means quality of feedback suffers. Short timeframes can turn the consultation 
process into a ‘tick the box’ exercise, perhaps giving the impression of no real intent to consult.  
 

4. The AA asks that our concerns on consultation timeframe be formally recorded, and that NZTA 
revert to the standard of 8 week consultation periods on important items, and to the extent 
possible, avoid multiple items being consulted on at the same time. We are particularly 
concerned to get a reasonable timeframe for the State highway levels of service discussion, 
which will be of particular interest to AA Districts. 
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General Comments 
5. The AA considers that the draft NeXUS Strategy (the Strategy) is a welcome breakthrough 

piece of thinking from NZTA. While we detail some issues further below, overall the Strategy is 
a major step change in NZTA’s approach by the Network Access and Use group, which we 
support.  

 
6. The AA strongly supports, among other things, the emphasis on:  

- moving NZTA platforms to a much more customer-focussed approach 
- differentiating and better understanding the different customer segments 
- smart uptake of technology advances 
- seamless integrated multimodal customer information 
- seeking opportunities to get better value from existing assets and services 
- changing the safety conversation and embedding Safer Journeys and the Safe Systems 

approach 
- incentivising behaviour above the regulatory minimum 
- integrating information among agencies to deliver better outcomes to customers and for 

road safety 
- performance measures to track progress. 

 
7. If pursued actively for the next 10 years this approach has the potential to revolutionise NZTA’s 

interaction with its customers and the safety and efficiency of the transport system.  
 
8. The following comments are to be seen within the context of the above strong AA endorsement 

of the general direction. 
 

9. There is a concern that the Strategy has very little in it for regions. AA Districts have raised the 
concern that the current strategy only looks after high volume routes, particularly in the Golden 
Triangle, and allows for levels of service on the rest lower-volume roads to deteriorate. While 
the AA recognises that NZTA’s five objectives are driven by the Government Policy Statement, 
the AA considers that a sixth, “improving national and regional network resilience and 
reliability”, should be added, and an affirming an intention to maintain levels of service on other 
parts of the network would partly address these concerns.  

 
10. Several AA Districts commented that there was inadequate coverage of alternative modes. 

This may perhaps reflect the use of jargon to cover this concept of the “one network” approach. 
However there was strong emphasis from Districts on the need to consider in particular the 
potential of rail, sea, air and pipelines to reduce impact on the road network, and the locations 
of infrastructure (ports, airports, rail lines) are critical decisions affecting the road network. 
Decisions about port integration and rationalisation, and airport expansions for example, are 
occurring and road networks need to support these and dovetail with them. 

 
11. AA Districts supported much of the Strategy but were sceptical that funding would be available 

to implement it. This is a critical issue for the NeXUS strategy its innovative approach 
foreshadows significant new initiatives, which will have to be funded from existing funding 
streams to current projects. In order to compete for funding the Strategy should be 
accompanied by strategic priority. 

 
12. A concern is that while each strategy in isolation seems reasonable, and gets AA support, that 

these may be gradually painting us into a corner that does not end up in a balanced and 
reasonable position. That is, is NZTA setting itself up on a course towards an inevitable 
conclusion, but it might not like the eventual outcomes? 
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13. There was also concern that while the AA could strongly endorse the high level principles, it is 
important that the AA reserves judgement on specific proposals until practical details are 
available, as often the “devil is in the detail” for even the best ideas. 

 
Specific Comment 
 
14. The AA considers that the NeXUS Strategy should place greater emphasis on differentiating 

and distinguishing customer market segments, in order to get greatest value out of all the 
Actions in the Strategy. 

 
Strategic Response 1: Unlocking the Potential of Existing Networks 
 
Action 1: Improve network and services optimisation  

 
15. The AA strongly supports the intent to proactively and seamlessly manage transport networks 

to optimise the carrying capacity of corridors, as getting the most out of the existing asset is a 
highly cost effective win-win approach. The integrated ‘single network’ approach is a great 
concept.  
 

16. The AA strongly supports the intention to undertake micro-level traffic analysis and 
recommends establishing a position (see Brisbane City’s position of Congestion Reduction 
Manager) specifically to achieve network optimisation on congested urban networks. 
 

17. The AA also supports optimisation of the public transport systems, and considers that a 
proactive approach is required, particularly with respect to bus infrastructure planning which is 
currently left to either competing bus companies that have to pay for investment within the 
system of three yearly tendering, or relying on champions within local government for a 
particular busway or station upgrade. 
 

18. It is not possible to optimise network use without working to a clear hierarchy of corridors, and 
having a long term vision in place to rationalise access points onto those networks. The AA 
appreciates that the NeXUS recognises the need for balance between access and use 
functions of the network. However, we consider this does not go far enough, as it is not really 
possible to balance these needs if the urban form works against the transport hierarchy rather 
than with it. An item of Action 1 should be proactively assisting the rationalising and managing 
of access points to support the transport hierarchy.  

 
• One key action to achieve this will be working to ensure local body development planning 

processes actively recognise the hierarchy and support, rather than undermine, the 
transport corridor hierarchy.  
 

• Currently NZTA also has no statutory or other teeth to assist with rationalising access, and 
developing this should be an urgent priority. 

 
19. The AA supports a review of funding models to ensure system optimisation is effectively 

valued, in that better use of existing assets delays the need for new investment. 
 
Action 2: Shape transport choices through information provision and pricing 

 
20. The AA has strong concerns about network pricing, not the least public acceptance. There are 

very strong public views about charging for existing road networks that users have already paid 
for. There is much greater acceptance of tolling on new roads, where users are prepared to 
pay to get an asset they would not otherwise have. 
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21. The AA considers that NZTA should urgently explore the physical management options, well 
before considering pricing options. Pricing options have high overhead costs and take a long 
time to implement compared to physical system optimisation eg through ramp metering, traffic 
flow/ alternative route information (we suggest NZTA seek a presentation from GeoSmart for 
what is possible already). The AA is extremely concerned that much of the travel management 
section is framed in terms of either incentivising different traveller choices or network pricing 
options, without considering physical network optimisation systems.  

 
22. It is critical that optimal network management systems are well in place before network 

flexibility is compromised eg 40-year toll contracts can limit the ability to change network flows. 
 
Success Measures 
23. The AA would support having network performance measures of the corridor’s carrying 

capacity be related to numbers of people and freight moved vs vehicle kilometres travelled, to 
reflect the carrying capacity of different vehicle types. Mobility is about moving people and 
goods, not about moving vehicles per se. Also NZTA could consider instead of improving vkt 
per network kilometre, that this could perhaps be a vehicle efficiency measure such as fuel 
used per network kilometre? 

 
Action 3: Support transport choices with improved traveller information  
 
24. The AA strongly supports integrated travel information and is happy to work with NZTA to 

assist. To succeed, any communication strategy needs to derive from understanding of what 
customers want and need, and focus on communication channels that work with customer 
psychology and preferences, rather than be driven by ‘good intentions’ to manage the 
inconvenient and pesky users so as to maximise the value of the network.  
 

25. In building up this communications strategy, NZTA should consider what its core strengths are, 
against what is best provided through other partners (including local government and private 
sector), to get reach and market penetration and avoid duplicating effort. In particular the 
NeXUS Strategy should in some way recognise the potential indicated by the Digital Earth 
Summit for all geospatial information to be co-located and in the public domain. 
 

26. The AA supports that the NeXUS Strategy recognises the need for a customer driven 
approach, and also the need for partnership and public access, but underlying tones of ‘we 
know best’ do come through and it will be hard to embed a customer-focused and partnership 
approach through all the millions of touch points that NZTA has with the public. 

 
27. The AA has a strong view that there is inadequate investment in incident management (with 

the possible exception of the Auckland incident response team where good technology and 
strong expertise has developed). Delays experienced as a result of incidents need to be better 
assessed, and investment (eg in technology and more staff resourcing) would be supported by 
adding the suggested sixth strategic priority, ‘improving network resilience and reliability’ 
referred to above. Suggestions are to better pre-plan for incidents, particularly at vulnerable 
points where there are no convenient alternative routes. This might involve seeking in advance 
consents to lay down an alternative route eg through a paddock. NZTA should also consider 
the trade-off between the value of the crash information against time delays to users affected 
by added delay. Again, greater differentiation of market segments would help (eg giving priority 
to a doctor rushing to an emergency who is caught in the delay) and a customer focus (how do 
other utilities treat their customers when the service is down?). Certainly having better 
information is key to how a customer experiences an incident. 

 
28.  In terms of seeking information about how customers use the network, it is important that this 

covers both State highway and local roads, as road users do not distinguish. This information 
could be collected by NZTA but again the need for a seamless system is apparent, as 
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someone will have to then take accountability for how to deal with the responses that apply to 
local roads. 

 
Success Measures 
29. The AA supports measures of reduced congestion and improved variability of travel time by 

road. AA Districts are concerned that the focus on high volume routes and specifying the 
“Golden Triangle” means that it is NZTA’s intention to allow travel time variability on the 
network as a whole to deteriorate. 
 

30. The AA considers it spurious to only consider travel time to places of work and study as key 
measures, as people rate the importance of having a car most for independence and personal 
business (eg medical, sport, shopping etc). The AA has a strong concern that much of 
transport planning is focused around the work and study “commute trips” which are easiest to 
deal with as these are suited to public transport options, while the more personal and highly 
valued trips are often not suited to mass transport because they are very specific to the 
individual, and yet this high value trip is not recognised at all in the Strategy. 
 

Strategic Response 2: Changing the Safety Conversation 
 
As an overall comment, the AA considers that not enough emphasis is being placed on Safer 
Vehicles, given that the NZTA Access and Use Group has levers to alter decisions about vehicles 
through the vehicle warrant of fitness, registration and compliance systems, as well as 
communications and integrating with other agencies including many connections with the vehicle 
industry sector. 
 
Action 1: Embed the Safe System Approach 
 
31. The AA considers that the safe system conversation, particularly with network designers, 

needs to start with a principle of working with, rather than against, human nature and human 
psychology. Systems that self-explain are going to work all day every day, as opposed to 
systems that rely on enforcement and regulatory supervision. This is absolutely a fundamental 
principle; the AA cannot emphasise enough that it needs to be added to the basic description 
of a safe system. 
 

32. The AA strongly supports the embedding of this approach, but considers that NZTA needs to 
broaden the conversation much wider than its traditional road safety partners.  
• It is critical that the Safe System principles and the need to support the transport corridor 

hierarchy is relayed to local body planners and academics in the planning area.  
• AA experience with the Utilities Access Group indicates a dismissive attitude and very little 

understanding of safe system principles among utility operators who are installing unsafe 
roadside hazards onto the system.  

• The conversation also needs to move to social agencies dealing with inequal exposures to 
risk. An example is the greater exposure of Housing New Zealand tenants to driveway 
runovers; this government agency would not necessarily be included in safe system 
conversations about driveway design and self explaining roads. 

• Government and other fleet operators need to embed safe system principles (including a 
chain of responsibility approach) into the way their company purchases, monitors and 
operates its fleet and the codes of conduct for, and assessment and training of, their 
drivers. There are numerous other examples where the conversation could be taken wider 
and have a greater ripple effect.  

 
33. NZTA also needs to actively and positively engage community groups and well-intentioned but 

amateur road safety individuals into the Safe System conversation so that they are not working 
at cross purposes. This way NZTA can leverage community resources to broaden its impact, 
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but currently removal of community funding (and particularly the ill-conceived removal of the ‘in 
kind’ contribution’) has significantly reduced goodwill at this level. Also having lost formal 
engagement with these groups, NZTA is now ‘out of the loop’ and not aware of what is actually 
being delivered in the community or by whom. 
 

Action 2: Address Safer Journeys high priorities  
 
34. While we have seen significant recent progress with reducing the road toll, we cannot afford to 

get complacent. The AA is extremely concerned that, with the NeXUS strategy reinforcing the 
Safer Journeys high priorities, this will further pull funding out of key road safety areas such as 
inattention, poor observation, fatigue and older drivers. Addressing the Safer Journeys 
priorities does NOT necessarily equate to greatest reduction in deaths and serious injuries and 
NZTA should NOT simplistically assess initiatives against these priorities, but instead against 
their individual effectiveness and value for money, not whether it fits into a tidy category. That 
is, this Action point risks engendering a “tick the box” mentality, without genuinely considering 
road safety outcomes.  
 

35. There may well be highly cost effective initiatives for example, like CarFIt for older drivers, that 
are very good value for money, need little financial support but would benefit from promotion 
and support. There are also new approaches like the “Nudge” framework to assist older drivers 
(the silver tsunami) and their relatives in the safe transition out of driving. NZTA needs to 
proactively have a plan now to act on safety for older drivers before, with an ageing population, 
this demographic becomes a major safety risk. 
 

36. The cheaper cars available to our most at risk young drivers have the least safety features, so 
we must continue to promote safer vehicles, safer roads and roadsides and maintain a focus 
on safety retrofits such as removing roadside hazards. The AA’s election call for an additional 
$150m in road safety retrofits remains high priority for us. 

 
37. Regarding implementing the Sector Action Plan with its partners, the AA has a concern about 

the way NZTA takes a “hands off” approach to its local body partners. NZTA often has greater 
depth of expertise particularly in the safe system approach, and needs to take a much stronger 
leadership and enabling role. An example is with safety outside rural schools, where NZTA was 
reluctant to lead a group considering best practice safe system design for school drop off and 
pick up areas minimising the need for children to cross the road, where this would be of great 
benefit to a range of rural RCAs.  

 
38. While NZTA sees the RCA Forum as responsible for considering local road safety initiatives, 

the AA strongly believes more needs to be led by NZTA otherwise initiatives are piecemeal and 
not nationally consistent, there is no national level champion and momentum for good 
initiatives is lost. 

 
Action 3: Review existing programmes to ensure value for money 
 
39. The AA has a concern that there are barriers to Police investment in capital, which means that 

Police cannot take advantage of technology advances that could dramatically increase Police 
effectiveness. Better focus on, and increased funding for, targeted speed cameras, automatic 
number plate recognition, forward facing video cameras in all Police vehicles and red light 
cameras (another AA election call) could dramatically increase the effectiveness of Police.  
 

40. The AA is concerned that this initiative must not result in the “cheaper” options, such as speed 
limit reductions, are used to meet budgetary needs while not meeting the needs of the country 
as a whole, and when emphasis needs to remain on safer roads and roadsides. 
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Strategic Response 3: Incentivising Good Choices 
 
Overview 
41. The AA sees education as a vital component to achieve these goals and will require good 

communication with all stakeholders. We commend the Strategy for the change in philosophy 
toward road users and blame, taking a much more inclusive and holistic approach. We like the 
diagram on page 6 about creating the general environment to support better choices. 
 

42. A step that might be added is to explicitly introduce the concept of encouraging change at a 
community level as well as directly to individuals, that way better leveraging off and integrating 
with existing community networks. For example we strongly support the reference to education 
within schools, but this is only one small angle. Community based initiatives, such as road 
safety coordinators, need to be much better resourced and supported at a national level so that 
local initiatives can be supported with international evidence and use best practice approaches, 
while successful local initiatives can be rapidly replicated nationally. We urge an emphasis in 
the Strategy on a partnership approach. There are some bridges to rebuild following fairly 
savage funding cuts to this area in recent years. 
 

43. p13 repeats a misconception that road users pay for “wear and tear” only; this is a component 
of cost allocation, but more important is the cost of having capacity available when they want to 
use it. This covers a wide range of costs from weather related damage, added capacity in 
congestion to clearing vegetation, none of which is related to wear and tear. 

 
44. We question if the words “ensure young drivers and commercial drivers are adequately 

equipped“ could be changed to more strongly reflect the Strategy’s intent to lift behaviours 
above the “minimum acceptable” and “reflect excellence”. We would suggest something a little 
more visionary. The AA considers that NZTA does not “currently educate and inform for best 
practice”; NZTA levels of delivery and reach of education to novice and older drivers are very 
low, let alone the vast category of general motorists. Best practice has evolved while many 
NZTA education resources (the excellent Practice programme a notable exception) has not 
been updated. 

 
45. It is important that the strategy focuses on guiding and encouraging customers to do the right 

thing (eg ‘merge like a zip’). 
 
Incentives and penalties 
46. The AA considers that the incentives and penalties have grown from historical reasons, and 

based on understandings of human nature and behaviour change that have become quite 
outmoded in some cases. We would support a complete review of the penalty system to better 
understand how to use up to date understanding of how these incentivise behaviours (while not 
forgetting the deterrence effect).  

 
47. We would suggest that deterrence activities need greater investment in technology, we also 

comment that the international evidence shows the strongest deterrent listed, licence 
revocation, does not work. On the other hand, technological vehicle based initiatives, such as 
alcohol interlocks, can be extremely effective. The AA supports installing these immediately 
after conviction and making these mandatory for certain offenders, or after a certain number of 
repeat offences. 

 
48. We consider the section on service delivery needs greater thought about customer 

requirements. For example, there is an emphasis on customers not having a single portal for all 
NZTA transactions, but we would question whether there is evidence that this is customers’ 
most urgent priority. We recommend that NZTA identify what customer’s issues are with NZTA 
transactions and website rather than basing parts of the NeXUS strategy on assuming what 
they want.  
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49. The AA also has some concerns with privacy and holding sensitive customer information all in 

one place, particularly when much of the traveller information portal we believe should be 
delivered through public domain. 

 
Action 1: Improve the Regulatory Framework 
 
50. While the AA fundamentally supports the drive for intelligence led policing, it has concerns 

about privacy issues and the risks to individual rights in this approach, and would like to be 
involved in the development of protocols around the road safety intelligence centre, to ensure 
personal rights are protected. The AA would support greater investment in policing tools, 
technology and databases. 

 
Action 2: Build Risk Management Capability 

 
51. The AA supports the items proposed, but considers that collection and enforcement of RUC is 

an area that deserves greater focus. There is a need to ensure fairness that RUC, and light 
RUC in particular, is policed to an adequate level so that compliant users are not subsidising 
those who do not pay RUC. Note that the AA supports moving the light vehicle fleet to a diesel 
tax to avoid this problem, but until that point the RUC system needs greater integrity. 
 

52. The same comments apply to other vehicle based offences, which are not receiving much 
enforcement attention. There are patterns of chains of events in CAS that starts with 
“unregistered, unwarranted vehicle” and follow young driver carrying passengers outside 
licence conditions...alcohol and or drugs...late at night, raining...loss of control ...hits tree”. 
Eliminating the extremely cheap, unwarrantable (unsafe or modified) vehicles could have 
stopped the chain of events before it started.  
 

Action 3: Enhance Private and Commercial Operator Accountability 
 

53. The AA supports these initiatives, but would like to see some of the initiatives for the heavy and 
commercial fleets also transferred to light vehicle fleets. We note that it is not only individual 
driver history that matters for commercial fleets ACC levies but also company history and 
processes for monitoring and responding to road safety issues experienced in their fleets. 
 

Action 4: Incentivise and Increase Demand for Safer and More Efficient Vehicles 
 
54. The AA considers this area to be of higher priority than currently afforded, and would welcome 

engagement in developing this potentially high value initiative.  
 

55. The AA suggests the strategy could also include:  
• Incentivising safer vehicles (e.g. lower ACC, insurance levies)  
• Standards for government fleets 
• Linking the Rightcar website to TradeMe and auction sites so searchers can find the safest/ 

most efficient vehicle for their budget 
• investigation of aftermarket initiatives that might improve existing vehicles. 

 
Action 5: Enhance service delivery and customer information 
 
56. It is important to future proof the initiatives in this sector including making all online features 

accessible by smartphone. 
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Attachment 1: Performance measures  
 

57. The AA considers that the measure of network resilience is not the hours a road is closed per 
se but the delays imposed on customers, which looks at both traffic volumes and the length of 
the alternative route. 
 

58. More transport choice is not measured by the number of people that consider public transport a 
good option for their work or study trips but by the percentage of people that have more than 
one choice, whether or not they choose to use it. This should include having choice of a 
various range of vehicles (eg eco efficient car, SUV, or mobility scooter and bus), rather than 
simply looking at different modes as being desirable in and of themselves. 

 
Testing changes with road users 
59. The AA suggests that a desirable culture change in the land transport sector would be to test 

new proposals on actual customers before implementing them and to identify if a 
communications strategy is needed around them. Communication strategies should not just be 
about notification after the event of changes, but should be socialised in advance so the public 
and users understand the reason for the change, and agree with and support the initiative. 

 
Embedding the Strategy  
60. The AA is of the view that introductory workshops/ road shows will be necessary to ensure the 

culture change embedded in the Strategy is translated into operational practice. 
 
61. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the content of the draft.  If you have any questions 

on our submission, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Mike Noon 
General Manager, Motoring Affairs 
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